INLINE FILLING SYSTEMS

TT36UN ECONO
W/TT38PO
UTILITIES: 3A @ 120VAC

CONV'D FLEX
27FT/60'/75FT
(LF880TAB-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

FPD4 BASE MACHINE
FPD4 CONTROLS
FPD4 GUARDING
FPD4 HOPPER SANITARY
FPD PUMP FLOWTECH 300
F STARWHEEL INDEXER POWERED
MODEL: IFS-FP4
UTILITIES: 220VAC @ 15A
80 PSI @ 7 CFM

CAPPER NT RH
W/CAPPER NT GUARDING
W/CAPPER BULK SORTER 1203 LH
W/ BOTTLE SPACER
MODEL: IFS-ILC
UTILITIES: 110VAC @ 15A
80 PSI @ 30 CFM

CAP INSPECT/REJECT SYSTEM
W/ ALARM LIGHT STACK
UTILITIES: 2A @ 120VAC
1 CFM @ 80PSI

DOUBLE BELT JAR PUSHER ASSEMBLY
W/ INVERTOR 180 DEG CARLETON HELICAL
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

PRODUCT TRAVEL RIGHT TO LEFT

SALES ENGINEER
APPROVAL: 

CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 38 +/-2"

CONTACT #: 115718
COMPANY:

Hot Fill Jams & Preserves